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Self-Contained Design Provides Full Merchandising Flexibility
Innovative design allows tabletop, slatwall or wall-mount installation

Angled or upright orientations support mobile phones and tablets

Discreet footprint ensures the device is the focus of the display

Innovative alarm attaches to the device for complete 1:1 security

Easiest Top-Mount System to Install and Maintain
Two-minute installation delivers unmatched security

Quick Connect Swivel™ ensures the fastest merchandising

Self-diagnosing system takes the guesswork out of maintenance

Durable materials and modular construction minimize R&M costs

MicroPlates, System Intelligence Deliver the Best Experience
Customizable MicroPlates for branding or promotional purposes

Custom algorithms eliminate false alarms

TruFeel™ AirTether has the longest pull length, least resistance

SmartCable™ delivers full power to display live devices

Riser Dimensions (Angled): 1.63”w x 1.63”d x 3.45”h

Riser Dimensions (Upright): 1.63”w x 1.63”d x 3.87”h

Mounting Plate Dimensions: 2.5”w x 2.5”d x 0.075”h

Puck Dimensions:  1.5”w x 1.5”d x 1.46”h

Powered Merchandising: Powers up to 5.2v at 2.5A

Cable Pull Length: 32” via TruFeel™ tether

Rip-Out Force: Industry highest, yet the  
lightest recoil resistance

Brackets: Shuko RX or Custom

Electronic Security: Alarm stays on the  
 device, no false alarms

Alarm:  >96Db at 1M for 20 mins

Battery Backup: Rechargeable, 18 hours 
per charge (alarm only)

Allowable Revolutions: Unlimited (via swivel)

Visual System Alerts: Multicolor LED

Physical Security:  Cut-resistant TruFeel™  
AirTether, reinforced Puck

Available Colors: Black or white

Security and flexibility are often at odds, with retailers or shoppers
compromising their expectations. Freedom MicroTM is the industry’s only 

no-sacrifices solution, a top-mount device for smartphones and tablets 
offering unmatched security and a customizable design that easily integrates 

with any fixture. Its TruFeelTM AirTether provides the most realistic in-hand 
experience, with a SmartCableTM enabling fully powered displays.

KEY FEATURES PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Supporting smartphones and tablets up to 5v, the 
new system can display the most popular devices.

MicroPlatesTM allow branded fixtures, while the 
Spin-and-Secure cradle enables upright displays.

The alarm is inside the puck, keeping security 
elements on the device rather than the fixture.
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